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This was most obvious in the Po valley, where socialism
had been at its strongest a few months earlier, and where it
had changed even the physical appearance of the country-
side and its inhabitants, transforming the workers in a few
decades from diseased medieval serfs into members of
c leagues ' and co-operatives. So far from saving socialism,
this historic feat was the main cause of the implacable war
of revenge waged on it by the landowners. In this district
fascism counted its greatest military, political, and syndical
strength. c As early as 1921,' writes Balbo, c the great
quadrilateral between Ferrara, Mantua, Bologna and
Modena formed the arena of our collective action on a
large scale. . . . Emilia provides Italian fascism's greatest
reserve of man-power.'
The character of fascist action in this district determined
the orientation of fascism generally. Agrarian attacks on
labour contracts went hand in hand with fascist attacks on
socialist organizations. This explains the syndical disputes
which went on during the first half of 1922, during the months
when fascist policy was becoming openly reactionary. In
March the fascist' corporations' in the provinces of Piacenza
and Milan, and in April those of Parma concluded a new
labour contract with the Agrarian Association.
The substance of these contracts was the same every-
where. They sometimes retained, on paper, the former
wages, or did not cut them down very drastically, but
they did away with all the guarantees with which the
socialists had hedged in the contracts to ensure their
strict application. Wage-earners and farmers were once
more individually at the mercy of their employers and
landlords. For example, in the Milan provincial contract
the rates were liable to be revised every three months,
which, in the absence of any organization prepared to
defend the workers' interests, left them to treat individually
with their employers, who could easily impose their own
conditions. Any collective character of the labour contract
was suppressed by Article 26, which allowed € the parties to
add to the contract special or individual clauses which
were to be written by hand oh the copy signed by the
organizations ', stipulating that c these clauses were not to

